CLEAR, ++FULL BLACK LEATHER ++. 417 Signet Drive, Unit 1, Toronto, ON M9L 1V3.

647-350-XXXX 6 SPEED MANUAL. $14,988. + tax & lic Used 2006 Lexus IS 250 for sale in North York, ON. Used 2014 Lexus IS 250, from Armin Auto Sales in Toronto, ON, M8Z 1S1. Call 1 (888) 301-4562 for more information.

Explore the aggressively styled and driver focused 2016 Lexus IS 200t Turbo, IS 300, & IS 350 from Lexus. Get full details, specifications, owner reviews. 2015 Kia® Optima Sale 2011 GSE20 Lexus IS250 Obsidian "F-Sport 6MT" with LSD I don't know exact numbers, but last detail I had heard was 3% of Lexus USA sales were for manual transmission cars. Jeff Location: Toronto.


TORONTO FINE CARS & LEASING. Welcome View our inventory of used cars for sale and contact us to schedule a test drive. 2010 Lexus IS 250. MonsterAuto.ca - Canada's Used Car Classifieds - all Lexus car listings and auto 2011, Lexus IS250 AWD CUIR-TOIT, $17,990, St-Janvier, QC Used 2006 Lexus GS300 in Toronto,ON Interior Colour: Grey, Transmission: Manual. AUTO , with manual and paddle shift ptions. Used 2014 Lexus IS 250 Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2012 LEXUS IS F-SPORT FOR SALE,STUNNING CAR! Used Lexus IS vehicles for sale in the car classifieds of Auto123.com, the most comprehensive automotive 2015 Lexus Is 250 Toronto, Ontario. We have used cars ads for sale about 13288 lexus in Canada. 116000 Color blue Fuel type gasoline lexus IS250 AWD, excellent condition, rarely driven in winter, non smoking lexus Model IS Kilometers 220000 Body Type Sedan Transmission Manual Colour yestaday - Used - Lexus RX - City of Toronto - on kijiji.ca.